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ply boiling, or by the addition of certain foreign substances. 
Nut oil and poppy oil ar<' far inferior in strength, tenacity, 
and drying qualities to linsef'd oil, and arc used to adulterate 
the latter. The author noticed the dryers employed, ann 
alluded to the properUc;; and means of testing the purity of 
spirits of turpentine. lIe then d welt at length upon the 
mixing and practical application of paint to new and old 
woodwork. the preservation of cast iron by means of Dr. 
Smith's pitch bath, and the cleansing, painting, and care of 
wrought iron structures. He stated tllat, when used under 
proper supervision, no better protection could be found for 
iron structures than oxide of iron paints. He concluded by 
obsprving that the real value of any paint depended entirely 
upon the quality of the oil, the quality and composition of 
the pigment. and the care bestowed on the manufacture; 
and that the superiority of most esteemed paints was due to 
these causes rather than to any unknown process or material 
employed in their preparation. 

only fail to rectify it, but, if the drunken part occurs - in a I be run at a comparatively slow speed, and kept freely sup� 
part of the iron either harner or softer than the rest of the plied with oil, it being an expensive tool to make, and this 
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PRACTICAL MECHANISM. 
BY JOSHUA ROSE. 

NUMBER XXIV. 

HAND 'l'rJItNING-lo'lXlSIIING 'fOOLS. 

The tool shown in trig. 73 is an excellent one for finish-

ing wrought iron or steel; it mnst, how£,ver, always be used 
with water, and should be hardened righT. out at and near 
the cutting edge, A. 

For cutting out a round corner, a round-nosed toOl ,such as 
shown in Fig. 74 ,is the most effective; it will either rough out 
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or finish, and may be used with or without water, but it is  
always preferable to use water for finishing wrought iron 
and steel. A is the cutting edge, and D, the heel of tlw 
tool. This is a sample of a large cla�s, applicable to steel 
and wrought iron, the metal behind the cutting edge being 
ground away so as to give to the latter the keenness or rake 
necessary to enable it to cut freely, and the metal behind 
the heel being ground away to ('nll.ble it to grip tht> rest 
firmlr· 

(;U'l"l'lNG A 'l'llH.EAlJ. 
Our next operation will be to cut a thread upon an iron 

bolt, supposing it to be roughed out according to the in
structions already given. The tools necessary for this pur
pose are a gra.ver or V tool, with which to start the threat!!, 
and a chaser, with which to cut the thread after it is once 
started. Fig. 75 presents a V tool,A being the cutting point. 
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and D, the heel. To start the thread, the lathe should be 
run at a fast speed: and the heel of the tool being pressed 
firmly to the face of the lathe rest, the handle of the tool 
must be twisted from right to left at the same time 
as it is moved bodily from the left to the right, the move
ment being similar to that already described for the 
graver, save that it must be performed more rapidly. It is 
in fact the relative quickness with which these combined 
movements are performed which will determine the pitch of 
the thread. The appearance of the work after striking the 
hread will be a::; shown in Fig. 76, A being the work, and 

n, a fine groove cut upon it by the V tool; from which it 
will be observed that the judgment alone must be depended 
upon to gage the speed of the movement of the tool necessary 
to cut the fine groove, D, which must be the same width 
from one groove to the next as is the chaser from the point 
of one tooth to the point of the next. 

The reason for running the lathe at a comparatively fast 
speed is that the tool is then les3 likely to be checked in its 
movement by a seam or hard place in the metal of the bolt, 
and that,even if the metal is soft and uniform in its texLure, 
it is easier to move the tool at a regular speed than it would 
be if the lathe ran comparatively slowly. 

metal, the thl'eari will hero1llc more ,lrunl(en as th'l chaser 
proceeds. It is preferahle, therefore, if the thread iH not 
started truly, to try again, and, if there is not sulficient 
metal 1.0 permit of the starting groove first struck being 
turned out,to make another further along the bolt. It takes 
much time and patience to learn to strike the requisite pitch 
at the first trial; and it is therefore requisite for a beginner 
to leave the end of the work larger in diameter t�an the re
quired finished size, as shown in Fig. 76, so as to have metal 
sufficient to turn out the first few starting grooves. should 
they not be true or of the correct pitch. If, however, a cor
rect starting groove is struck at the first attempt, the chaser 
may be applied sufficiently to cut the thread down to and 
along the body of the bolt; then the project.ion may be turned 
down with the graver to the required size, and the chasing 
proceeded with. 

After the thread is struck, and befo1'e t.he chaspr is ap
plied to it, the top face of the rest should he liglltly filed to 
remo.e any burrs which lllay have been madlll)y the heel of 
the V tool or graver; or such burrs, by checking the even 
movement of the cllltSer, will cause it to make the thread 
drunken. Where the length of the thread terminates,a hollow 
curved groove should be cut, its depth being even with the 

·b.OttOIJI of the thread; the object of this groove is to give the 
cliaser clearance, an,t to enable you to cut the thread parallel 
froril end t) end and not to leave the last thread or two 
larger in diameter than the rest. Another object is to pre' 
vent the front tooth of the chaser from ripping in and break
ing off, liS it would he very apt to do in the ahsf'Dce of the 
groovt". 

TO )1,\Ji.Jo; A CHA�.I!:H. 
(,hasor� are cut from a hub, that is to say, a cutter forllled 

by cutting a thread upon a piece of round steel, and then 
forming a cutting edge by cutting a series of grooves along 
the length of the hub. These grooves should be V-shaped, 
the cutting side of the groove having its face pointingtowards 
the cent!:r of the hub, as shown in Fig. 78. Hubs should be 
tempered to a lJrown color. A chaser is made from a piece of 
flat steel whose width and thickness increases with the pitch 
of the thread; the following proportions will, however, be 
founrl correct: 

NtllIlhcr of tlll'ca<l� Number of t,CCUl in Thickness of 
pcrtnch the chaser the chaset' 

24 to 20 12 to 14 1-4 inch 
18 " 14 10 5-16 " 
12 " 8 !) to (j 5-16 " 

6 " 4 7 "6 3-8 
The end face of the chaser should be filed level and at an 

angle with both the top face and the front edge of the steel, 
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as shown in Fig. 77, the edge, A, being rounded off so that it 
shall not strike against any burr upon the face of the rest, 
and thus be retarded in its forward movement while being 
cut. The hub is then driven in the lathe between the cen 
tel's, the chaser being held in a handle sufficiently long to 
enable the operator to hold it with one hand, and press the 
shoulder against the end so as to force the end of the chaser 
II-gainst the hub, which will of itself carry the chaser along 
the rest. Theposition in which the chaser should be held is 
shown in Fig. 78. A being the hub, and B, the chaser, from 

which it will be seen that the chaser is held upside down 
while it is being cut, the cutting face resting upon the lathe 
rest. After the chaser has passed once down the hub,special 
attention should be paid as to whether the fron+, tooth will 
become a full one; if not, the marks cut by tle hub should 
be filed out again, and a new trial essayed. It must be borne 
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If the tool is moved irregularly or becomes checked in its 
forward movement, the thread will become "drunken," 
that is, it will not move forward at a uniform speed; and if 
the thread is drunken When it is started, the chaser will not 

in mind that, the chaser being held upside down, the back 
tooth, while cutting the chaser, becomes the front one when 
the chaser is reversed and ready for usc. The hub should 
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method o( using preserves it. In Fig. 79, A is a chaser 
whose ff(>nt tooth is not a full one; D is a chaser with a full 
front tooth; and C is of the sallle form as A, when it is, a� 
far as possible, corrected. 

The cutting operation of the hub upon the chaser is con
tinued until the thread upon the latter is cut full, when it is 
taken to the vise and filed as shown in Fig. 80, A being the 

chaser as it leaves the hub, and D, as it appears after having 
the edge, C, and corner, D, rounded off. 

The angles of the end face of the chaser to the top and edge 
faces of the body of the steel, and the uses thereof, are made 
apparent in Fig. 81, in which A is a top, and H, a side view of 
a chaser when in operation, C being, in each case, the work. 
From this it will be observed that the angle in the direction 
of the thickness gives rake to the teeth, while the angle in 
the direction of the breadth serves to keep the front side of 
the chaser from coming into contact with the head, shoulder, 
or other projection of the work. In the absence of a hub, a 
chaser may be made by cutting a slot in a blank nut, fasten
ing the end of the chaser in the slot, and tapping the hole. 
The difference in shape between a chaser for use on wrought 
iron, a8 shown in Fig. 81, and steel, and one for use on cast 

iron, bra*,s, or other soft metal, is shown in Fig. 82. 
The difference consists in making the tpeth Jess keen, by 

beveling off the top face and cutting the teeth lesR hollow in 
their length. The latter object is obtained by moving the 
handle, in which the chaser is fixed, up and down while the 
huh is cutting it. 

'fhe lathe rest should be so adjusted that the chaser teeth 
cut above the horizontal center of the work. The teeth of 
the chaser should fit the thread on the bolt along all their 
length when the body of the chaser is horizontal and then 
the least raising of the handle end of the chaser �ill present 
the teeth to the work in position to cut, while the teeth 
behind the cutting edge will fit the thread, being cut suffi; 
ciently close to form a guide to steady the chaser. This 
method of using will not only keep the thread true, but will 
preserve the cutting edge of the chaser. If a chaser has top 
rake, as shown in Fig. 81, and the handle end is held too 
high and so that the back of the teeth are clear of the 
thread, it will cut a thread deeper than are its own teeth, 
if, on +he other hand, the top face is beveled off as shown i� 
Fie·82 , and the handle is held too bigh, it will

' 
cut a thread 

shallower than are the chaser teeth. 
The proper temper for the teeth is a deep brown, or, for 

unusually hard metal, a straw color. For chasing wrought 
iron, the lathe may be run so that the teeth will perform 
about 40 feet, for steel about 3C feet, for cast iron 50 feet, 
and for hrass about 80 feet, of cutting per minute. 

••••• 
France and t]1e Centeonla] Exposition. 

We printed last week un extract from l'ke Engineer's re
cent editorial on the Philadelphia Centennial, in which tIl(' 
general disinclination of English manufacturers of agricul
tural and other machinery was especially mentioned, and 
ascribed to the high duty which is charged in this country 
on the entry of such products. The same objection is now 
being urged ill Frallce to the contributions of French manu
facturers. M. Herman La Chapelle, one of thE! largest en
gine builders of Paris, publishes a long letter in the Moni
tl?111'indust1iel Belge, in which he strongly condemns the 
prohibitory nature of American duties, and points out that, 
with the exception of wines, silks, and works of art, of 
which France has almost a monopoly, it is useless to exhibit 
the principal industrial products of that country. 

•. e .• 
SWNATUTIBll made with a lead pencil are good in law 
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